In Empire of Glass, John D’Agostino photographs the forgotten fragments of stained glass by Louis Comfort Tiffany
thrown away in the Great Depression. With The Strength To Dream, John re-examines the works of Tiffany, J.M.W. Turner,
William Blake, Wassily Kandinsky and Mark Rothko to see how history informs his work and the present imagination.

How Remnants of the Past
Illustrate A Legacy of
The Representation of Vision

the strength to dream
john d’agostino
“Today we consciously examine the past from the point of view of the present to place the present in a wider dimension of time, so that it can be
enriched by those aspects of the past that are still vital.” - Sigfried Giedion, Space, Time & Architecture: The Growth of a New Tradition, 1967.

Introduction: The Country of The Blind
In The End of Art (2004), Donald Kuspit chronicles the strange
demise of the postmodern artist. In October of 2001, an overnight janitor for the Eyestorm Gallery in London throws away a Damien Hirst
work valued at $500,000. Coming across an assorted collection of refuse (coffee cups, cigarette butts and litter), the janitor decries “the big
mess” and proceeds to throw it straight into the trash. Most telling, however, is Damien Hirst’s reaction, when informed his new ‘piece’ was just
thrown away into the garbage. His reaction? He’s absolutely delighted.
The ensuing headline-grabbing press and financial rewards
to follow confirm his bizarre reaction. Did the failure of imagination
lie on the part of the humble janitor, or perhaps the artist himself?
Kuspit argues that a new kind of artist has emerged: a sort of mental toiler, totally uninterested in the aesthetic. He condemns him as
creator unable to imagine beauty, who instead, celebrates creative
failure, and cashes the check. For both Kuspit and myself, this incident testifies to the victorious de-legitimizing of the greatness of art,
and the high fashionablity of denying its former claims to uniqueness.
“Knighting” everyday objects with a smile, the artist’s vision was now
officially no better than anyone else’s. No big deal if you throw it away.
	Of course, I myself know all about the importance of refuse,
because I work with the raw material of one of the greatest American artists, Louis Comfort Tiffany. And all of it was consigned to the
trash heap - if not for my grandfather, collector Vito D’Agostino, who
rescued the glass during the liquidation of Tiffany Studios in 1933.
With Empire of Glass, I became a full fledged participant in the historical process. In more ways than one, the mysterious and petrified
objects passed down to me by my grandfather had been resurrected,
and spoke to a timeless, cyclical process of life, death and rebirth.
In photographing their glorious decrepitude, I came to realize that I wasn’t shooting static objects, but rather, glass negatives,
which I could re-interpret in a myriad of ways. Re-working this oneof-a-kind historical material was like sampling some of the greatest recordings of all time, like a James Brown or Led Zeppelin. How
could anyone in their right mind throw something like this away?
I had access to this material because of my family’s long
abiding faith in the worth of Tiffany’s work, which would take decades to be re-established in the fickle eyes of the art world. Sixty
years after my grandfather rescued countless scrapbooks, original
designs and more from Tiffany Studios, that same “refuse” would
be entered into the collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
	Here I felt was a morality tale for the ages. The remnants
of the past were speaking yet again to the present lack of imagina-

tion. It reminded me of H.G. Wells’s classic fable The Country of
The Blind, where a traveler discovers a society where everyone has
lost their sight. Adapting to their predicament, the townsfolk see
blindness itself as normal. The stranger is the only one who can
see, so naturally he should be King. But everyone thinks he’s crazy. The town doctors diagnose him. They conclude that removing
those two ‘strange growths’ on his face - his eyes - will cure him.
	As I developed new images in Empire of Glass, I realized my work
was the product of a storied complex of ideas, and not just a decorous
enterprise. I was re-rendering history in a dynamic, continuous and
relevant way. Abstraction was a full-fledged system in its own right, and
excitement over the same ideas was acting like a dynamogenic agent,
absorbing, and expanding on a long emotional history from antiquity
to modern day. My work had roots not just in Tiffany’s age of Art Nouveau, but also in the 19th century Romantics, where the natural landscape was the generator of religious feeling, as in Robert Rosenblum’s
The Abstract Sublime. I noticed that I was unwittingly titling my pictures with the same references used time and again, much like how T.S.
Eliot, James Joyce and Jackson Pollock all employed the use of “Full
Fathom Five” from Shakespeare’s The Tempest. These were poetic, not
indicative titles, recalling classics like Moby Dick or Leaves of Grass.
Ideas and influences were interlocking in unanticipated ways,
such as the improbable connection between Robert Motherwell and
Louis Comfort Tiffany. In A Tour of the Sublime (1948), Motherwell
talks about the opening of the mind. He asks his audience to imagine they are looking through the bottom of a glass-bottomed boat,
to see what swims down below. I was shocked to later discover that
Tiffany had been thinking the exact same thing years before. Some
one hundred years ago, Tiffany sent his best glass blower, Arthur
Saunders, on an all paid expenses trip to the Bahamas, with specific instructions on what to sketch for his aquamarine glass. He told
him to spend as much time as possible in a glass-bottomed boat.
Mark Rothko believed that art is inherently evolutionary:
a “species of nature” that grows only by renewing “its traditions by
marriage with alien traditions, by the re-examination of its own processes …. by [re-establishing] contact again with its own roots.” Subject matters change. Mediums change. Vestigial organs – if you will.
But affinities of vision do not change.
For me, the image has always been an area of suspense. It is not
so much looking “at something” so much as being somewhere, and creating a sense of place, suggesting powerful natural phenomena, from
the geological to the meteorological and the cartographic. Regions both
celestial and infernal. As Robert Louis Stevenson wrote, the poetry
runs underground.

1. (Cover) John D’Agostino. Khan of the Plank, 2009.
2. John D’Agostino. The Heroism of Vision, 2009.

The Quest of Beauty: Louis Comfort Tiffany
Infinite, endless labor makes the masterpiece. Color is
to the eye as music is to the ear.
One of America’s
most acclaimed artists, Louis Comfort
Tiffany (1848-1933)
embraced
virtually
every artistic medium, from stained
glass windows, lamps
and mosaics, to pottery, metalwork, interiors and enamels.
Tiffany asked why
so many of us made
such little use of our
eyes, and why we so
obstinately refrained
from using color in
architecture, clothing
and elsewhere, when
nature so clearly indicated its mastership.
He referred to this as
the “sovereign importance of color” - and
set out to rectify the
situation in a relentless “quest for beauty.”
The elder son of
Charles Lewis Tiffany,
founder
of
the famed Tiffany
and Company jewelry store, the young
Louis began his career as a painter, working under George Inness (1825–1894). Early notable designs of his included the
redecoration of The White House for President Chester A. Arthur in 1881. At the World’s Fair in 1893 in Chicago, over a million visitors waited in line to see his ornate Byzantine Chapel,
and at the Paris Universal 1900, Tiffany won the grand prize,
a gold medal, and the Légion d’honneur. Internationally recognized as one of the greatest forces of Art Nouveau, Tiffany’s
work would still fall completely out of fashion by the 1920’s.
Tiffany used the medium of glass to challenge the preeminence of painting. In glass, Tiffany found a medium of endless possibilities that expressed his love of light and color. He felt
that no painting could capture its brilliance, at one point creating
stained glass windows based on well known artists such as Toulouse-Lautrec to prove the point home. He could suggest a myriad
of natural surfaces, from hard stone, primal magma and volcanic
rock, to the sensuous, iridescent surfaces of winged creatures like
butterflies, dragonflies and peacocks. Claiming a palette of some
5000 colors, Tiffany had an incredible array of different kinds
of favrile glass to work with, from lava (volcanic) glass, to cypriote glass, to drapery glass and ripple glass, just to name a few.

Tiffany began experimenting with glass about 1875 in
Brooklyn. He was inspired by ancient Roman, Greek and Egyptian glass, that, when dug up hundreds of years later, were imbued
with an incredible iridescent quality, due to the ores and oxides
of the earth seeping in. Frustrated with the limited palette of the
glass of the time, he turned to making his own opalescent glass,
with the colors fused inside in molten form. This was in stark contrast to the predominant method since the Middle Ages, which
was the staining of colorless glass. Using a witch’s brew of secret
recipes including metallic oxides, chromium, silver, gold and
even uranium, Tiffany called his trademark glass favrile, after the
Old English word fabrile (hand-wrought), a signification meant
to reflect the hand-made quality of his glass. It cannot be duplicated even today. Quite simply, it is the finest glass ever made.
	An eccentric, autocratic perfectionist, Tiffany was notorious for walking down the production lines of Tiffany Studios
with his cane, smashing anything he found to be unacceptable. Stories exist of craftsman actually scurrying to hide works
from him in the fear that he would destroy them. “Mother Nature is the best designer” he said, and he set out to summon
up the kingdom of nature, in all its glory. Using sophisticated
abstract forms derived from nature as the material for his Art
Nouveau motifs, historians like Robert Koch would later dub
him the grandfather of Abstract Expressionism, a narrative
confirmed by my father, artist John E. D’Agostino (born 1941),
whose original inspiration for the abstract was not any of the
expected originators of the movement, but Tiffany himself.
While Tiffany’s work would suffer from the vagaries of
taste and fashion,
the uniqueness of
his oeuvre today
is unquestionable.
Perhaps the lowest
moment was in 1936,
when salvage dealers were smashing
Tiffany’s celebrated
lamps against the
curbs, just so they
could melt down the
intricate bronze and
lead frames holding
the glass for scrap
metal. For the artists
of Art Nouveau, the
lotus, a motif Tiffany
would use again and
again, appropriately,
symbolized rebirth.
For art lovers like
my grandfather Vito
D’Agostino, it was
just a matter of time.
Tiffany’s
reputation would plummet
from international
renown to obscurity
and disfavor, but
only to rise yet even
stronger once again.

3. Louis Comfort Tiffany. Fish Panel, c. 1906. Provenance: Vito D’Agostino.
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The Significance of Light: J.M.W. Turner
The poet Ezra Pound once said that there were two kinds
of artists. The first kind were those who make beautiful pictures
- with all the answers in them. You go away seeing no more than
you did before. The second kind, the kind like Turner, he said,
they change you. They haunt you. You have to get “educatedup.” You see beauty in a hundred places you never dreamed of.
Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851) was
the English Romantic landscape painter par excellence, and
a dramatist of light. Ever the sublimist, Turner’s work always
seems to be of two minds and moods (one of his pictures was
actually titled Sunrise with Sea Monsters). The serene is always
somehow mixed with the apocalyptic, the light always with the
dark. Critics complained of Turner’s perpetual need to be extraordinary, and that he seemed to delight in abstractions. These
“abstractions” would later be noticed by historians like Robert
Rosenblum and his The Abstract Sublime, who saw the presages
of Abstract Expressionism some 100 years earlier than expected.
Romantic painters like Turner found new ways to express feelings of religious transcendence and spiritual dilemmas.
They used the landscape as their trope to go beyond traditional religious iconography. As Kant once said, the beautiful charms. But its countertheme: the sublime - moves.
Turner’s genius lies in his recognition of the significance of light as more than just an optical phenomenon
or parlor trick for atmospheric heroics. Light is not “present” in his paintings, in so much as it is a singular, haunting presence. His work is literally drenched in the stuff.
Light radiates with cosmic reckoning and poetic intensity
that either foretells of doom or hope. Turner’s pictures
are pure bardic opera: detonations of light, ensconsed in
aquatic terrains and primordial landscapes. Along with
William Blake, Turner starts to mark the shift from a kind
of art that would constitute a representation of vision, and
not just a form of visual journalism. Not just a mechanical
copy of our lives, but perhaps a mysterious parallel universe.
Take Turner’s The Slave Ship: Slavers Throwing

Overboard the Dead and Dying (1840). The picture is a maelstrom of blood, light, retribution and
redemption. The picture was inspired by the real
horrors of the slave trade, and would became a rallying cry for the abolitionist movement. Slave ship
captains would throw men, women and children
overboard to waiting sharks when the ship’s human cargo was dying faster than anticipated. They
were insured for “losses at sea” but not “dead on
arrival.” Turner’s vision is a horrific tour de force
of visual havoc: chained legs and arms flailing in
a watery deluge of bloody light and apocalypse.
Turner’s critic and main champion, John Ruskin
eventually sold the painting. He said it was just too
painful to look at every day in his dining room.
	Not quite gentlemanly British art, this was.
Some artists, like Delacroix, disapproved of Turner’s methods: his filthy hands and dirty fingernails
(one which he kept long on purpose to paint with like a “claw”),
that bore the marks of a painter who quite literally was unafraid
to wallow in the muck. One story goes that a young apprentice
who came to Turner was cruelly turned away, when his lilywhite, clean hands were demanded for inspection. “You’re no
artist!” Turner angrily proclaimed.
Turner’s scenes were not so much scenes, as much as regions of the imagination. Light was his chief protagonist, no longer relegated to being some bit player in the chorus. His figures,
in contrast, were often puny little creatures, engulfed in it all.
The originator, the sun, was for Turner, the living core of all of
nature. Passersby were often frightened by how Turner would
stare endlessly into the sun, fearing for his eyesight. Didn’t it
hurt? No, he said, not any more than like looking into a candle.
As the apocryphal story goes, Turner’s dying words on his deathbed were: “The sun is god.”
Turner realized that the sublime was a verb, as in, to sublime - to elevate, to raise upward. His imagery does not come
from the eye. It comes from inside the eye.
Painting from behind the eyeball, as it were.

6. Jospeh Mallord William Turner. Snow Storm: Hannibal and His Army Crossing the Alps, 1812.
7. Jospeh Mallord William Turner. The Slave Ship: Slavers Throwing Overboard the Dead & Dying, 1840.

The Representation of Vision: William Blake
To see a world in a Grain of Sand,
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand,
And eternity in an hour.
Poet, painter, engraver and prophet, William Blake
(1727-1857) is arguably the greatest artist Britain ever produced, whose singular talents in both words and pictures were
neglected for almost a century after his death. For Blake, a
man’s vision was the one and only great fact about him. Poetry, art and religion were not separate activities, but all extensions of man’s greatest quality: his imagination. For an artist, the only question that interested Blake was: Do you see?
The task Blake set out for himself was not to just depict a
scene, but the representation of vision. For Blake, man’s ‘Original Sin’ was the losing of his visionary faculty to focus instead on
more practical matters. The word mysticism originates from the
ancient Greek, literally - to shut the eyes. In Blake, here is the artist-mystic, someone who claimed to have visions his whole life.
‘Seeing’ for Blake was not simply using the eyes, but the brain as
well. Blake set out to use discipline and will-power on his senses
to attempt to see further and deeper than any artist before him.
In his prophetic books, Blake juxtaposed images and text
in a way not done since the Middle Ages. His imagery is populated with great winged beasts, angels, demons, ethereal women,
children at play, and imposing Yahwehs with long white beards.
Blake synthesized many different myths and religious histories,

both Christian and pagan, into psychodramas where the main
action often would take place within the mind of a single individual. His creatures glow with a spectral, inner phosphorus,
summoned up it would seem, directly from heaven or hell itself.
Rimbaud said: “The poet should be a visionary; one should
make oneself a visionary . . .” This was Blake’s credo. Despite
Blake’s unique gifts, he felt that the visionary faculty was something naturally occurring in all men. ‘The Man of Genius’ or those
he called ‘The Men of Imagination’ were only individuals who had
spent time and effort disciplining the visionary faculty. Vision
was not something you were born with, or somehow ‘caught’ by
accident like the measles, but rather the result of a long, hard discipline of the senses, the forcing of the imagination in new directions. For Blake, everyone could see a world in a grain of sand –
but only if they chose to see it. British author Colin Wilson deemed
this essentially two different ways of seeing the world, that, can
simply be called ‘The Inspired’ and ‘The Uninspired.’ The artist’s
task is to connect the two. In Blake, imagination was “the real
and eternal world”- of which the everyday “vegetable universe”
was but just a faint shadow. Blake’s was not the reality of the
retina. His pictures were a superior reality. Blake conceptualized
the imagination - both in verse and image - as active, dynamic
and most importantly, volitional. He makes almost all other artists seem like victims of impotent aspirations in comparison.
	As Blake puts it: ‘And I know that This World is a World
of Imagination & Vision... to the Eyes of the Man of Imagination,
Nature is Imagination itself. As a man is, so he sees.”
Thomas Harris’s Hannibal Lecter series of novels such as Red Dragon and The Silence of the Lambs often make use of Blakean imagery. In Michael Mann’s underrated thriller Manhunter (1986), William Peterson’s knack
for seeing as killers do leads him to Francis Dollarhyde, the
‘Tooth Fairy’ killer. Kidnapping an unscrupulous tabloid reporter, Dollarhyde shows his bound victim slides of William
Blake to terrify him. On the screen he shows him Blake’s The
Great Red Dragon - the combined fears of all of mankind: the
Prince of Darkness himself, from The Book of Revelations.
Do you see? Do you see? Dollarhyde asks. For Blake, the
answer was definitely a yes.

8. William Blake. The Ancient of Days, 1794.
9. William Blake. Elohim Creating Adam, 1795.

Necessary Incarnations: Wassily Kandinsky
Painter, printmaker, theorist, and the author of the seminal On the Spiritual in Art (1911), Wassily Kandinsky (18661944) was one of the central figures of the 20th Century in the
transition from representational to abstract art. Often credited
as the first abstract painter, Kandinsky was a lyricist who felt
that expressiveness was of greater importance than the documentary rendering of reality. The only thing that mattered was
the spirit. This is how Kandinsky described his first paintbox:
“One squeeze of the fingers, and out came these strange beings, one after the other, which one calls colors – exultant, solemn, brooding, dreamy, self-absorbed, deeply serious, with
roguish exuberance, with a sigh of release, with a deep sound
of mourning, with defiant power and resistance . . . Living an
independent life of their own, with all the necessary qualities
for further, autonomous existence . . . [ready] to mingle with
one another and create an infinite succession of new worlds . .   
[they] promenade across canvases in necessary incarnations.”

but he doesn’t recognize it. He finds this non-recognition painful.
Returning home one day at dusk to his studio in Munich,
he spots an indescribably beautiful picture in the dark. And he
does not recognize it. Approaching this mysterious picture, he sees
that it is one of his own, just standing on its side. And yet, he sees
something different in this half-light. Trying to recapture this feeling the next morning in full daylight, he fails to do so. The experience is gone. He can clearly make out all the recognizable objects
within the picture. “The fine bloom of dusk” was missing he says.
He finally realizes: recognizable objects “harmed” his pictures.
Kandinsky discovers that objects are only incidental to the
actual working function of a painting, much like Alfred Hitchcock’s notion of “The MacGuffin” as an interchangeable plot device. Both artist and spectator think they cannot do “without”
immediately recognizable subject matter, that they cannot “understand” the picture without them. Similarly, the movie patron
enters the cinema expecting to see a thriller about missing submarine plans, or the nuclear bomb hidden in a suitcase. But while
the MacGuffin at first incites interest, it fails to hold it. In the
end, it is merely an alibi for the enjoyment of character development of a Jimmy Stewart or Cary Grant. For Kandinsky, objects were also alibis. The real power of the image lies elsewhere.
Listening to a Wagner performance at the Court Theatre, this all comes to a head for Kandinsky. He realizes that
the basic building blocks of art are far more powerful than he
had thought, and that painting could develop the same powers music possessed. In Wagner’s music, he sees wild, crazy lines and symphonic colors. Kandinsky once likened abstraction to instrumental music. Anyone thinking that the
music somehow required lyrics was missing the whole point.
	At times, Kandinsky sounds like a mystic, almost like a
modern day version of William Blake:
“Sometimes I could hear the hiss of colors as they mingled. It was
an experience such as one might hear in the mysterious kitchens
of the arcane alchemists.”

Mysterious kitchens indeed. Kandinsky often liked to
quote the famed pathologist Rudolf Virchow who once said that
he had opened up thousands of corpses, but never managed to
see a soul. But Kandinsky did.

Kandinsky felt it insufficient to simply render the appearance of nature. More importantly, he believed that his pictures could possess the “throbbing of life” itself. Instead of
looking outside, he looks inside himself, to force the canvas to
submit to his dreams. Likening man to the cosmos, he sees in
every picture a secret life concealed, compelled to express an inner world. He saw abstraction not as a negation of previous art,
but instead, as just a different subdivision of primordial import.
	However, the transition to the abstract would not be easy for
Kandinsky, who would spend many years depicting recognizable
subjects, searching for the kind of form to express his “content” - the
spiritual. He reasoned that if all form was the product of necessity,
then nature created forms for different purposes, hence fish that
lived at great depths with no eyes, or the elephant with its trunk.
Three major incidents in Kandinsky’s life proved seminal
to his development as architect of the abstract. The first came when
he viewed Claude Monet’s Haystacks in 1895 for the first time. The
work grips him. The catalog informs him he is looking at a haystack,
10. John D’Agostino. The Signature of All Things, 2009.
11. Wassily Kandinsky. Picture with a Black Arch, 1912.
12. Wassily Kandinsky. Black Strokes I. 1913.

The Artist’s Reality: Mark Rothko
Has art lost faith in itself? Can pictures be miraculous
anymore? A revelation? Mark Rothko thought so. Rigidly uncompromising, deeply philosophic, and blessed with a gift for
sustained concentration, Mark Rothko (1903-1970) was one
of the major figures of Abstract Expressionism. And yet, he
argued that his pictures were not abstract at all, but instead,
had a most important subject: human experience. Rothko’s
aim was to make painting itself into an experience of tragedy and ecstasy. “My art is not abstract” he said, “it lives and
breathes.” Appropriately, Andrew Forge once said, “When
I first saw Rothko’s work, I felt I had fallen into a dream.”
Rothko thought pictures needed to be miraculous, and
he didn’t think he needed stories to connect us to human tragedy. He thought it could be done with a completely new visual language. Rothko did not represent space. He created it.
His colors are his performers: glowing, burning and floating.
They don’t just absorb light, but rather, emit light. They feel
like they’re moving off the wall, that they are somehow animated, and coming to get us. They are fetal in the sense that
they are becoming, growing, and expanding, like germ cells.
	Obsessed with the relationship between his pictures
and his audience, Rothko saw the viewing experience as a
marriage of minds. The viewer completes his pictures. There
are incredibly funny stories of Rothko sneaking around Janis
Gallery turning down the gallery lights whenever Sidney Janis wasn’t looking, who of course, when returning, would turn
the lights back up again, wondering why it was so dark. Rothko thought his pictures already had their own illumination.

Rothko felt that modern society no longer recognized
the urgency for the transcendent experience. For the archaic artist, however, this transcendental urgency was not only
understood, but given official status. Like a modern day shaman, he felt it his duty to reconnect us to our primordial roots.
Standing in front of an actual Rothko in person, the work has
a strange, unseen presence. They invite your gaze to go beyond
the canvas. They are an invitation, for us, the viewer, to share
in a vision, to have one for ourselves. Divining instruments.
For Rothko, the artist’s most important tool was his
faith. Faith in his ability to produce miracles when needed.
Faith in the power of a work of art to express his most important feelings. Many of the religious functions of our culture
may have been deinstitutionalized and marginalized today, but
they have not vanished. We still need our gods and monsters.
	Near to his death, Rothko would donate his famous Seagram’s murals to the Tate Gallery in London, in
part because he was such an admirer of J.M.W. Turner’s
work down the hall, and liked the idea of having the right
company. His work is the logical conclusion to a long history and tradition of artists seeking to push the visual image to its absolute limits, in the quest to represent vision.
	Has the art of today actually lost faith in itself? Perhaps
it has. More importantly though, perhaps it has also lost the
strength to dream. Like Sisyphus, some artists seem to have gotten tired of rolling that boulder up the hill all over again. In this
new “barbarian age” as Anton Ehrenzweig called it, cool cynicism
and unbelief are now the vogue. Maybe Donald Kuspit is right,
and “The End of Art” is not when art is no longer any good, but
rather, when the artist doesn’t even bother to try anymore. Carl
Andre epitomized this hip indifference when he proclaimed he
was trying to “unexpress” himself. As critic Robert Hughes brilliantly quipped: if someone puts a Rodin sculpture in a parking
lot by accident, it’s still a Rodin, it’s just in a parking lot. But if
someone takes Andre’s work out of the museum and puts it into
the parking lot, it’s just a pile of bricks. As Richard Appignanesi
writes of the limitations and disappointments of postmodern art
- when we’ve finally run out of everything to believe in, “the only
cure for Postmodernism is the incurable illness of Romanticism.”
The Romantic artist is startled at how enormous and
beautiful the universe is. He is compelled to make others
see it as he sees it. And the poet is a man or woman who expands the usual limits of vision. Visionary artists like Tiffany,
Turner, Blake, Kandinsky and Rothko remind us that we are
not merely able to see the world – but also able to alter our
perception of it. Man has a Will to See. His perceptions can
be adjusted like the range on a telescope. We can remember
our dreams, and dream without sleeping. As The Serpent in
Shaw’s Back to Methusaleh tells Eve in The Garden of Eden:
You and Adam see things and say, Why? But
I dream things that never were, and I say ‘Why not?’
Eve realizes that for all the originative creative workers like herself: artists, musicians and the like: “When
they come, there is always some new wonder, or some new
hope; something to live for. They never want to die because they are always learning, and always creating.” Before Eve bites into The Apple, The Serpent reminds her:
“Every dream can be willed into creation by those
strong enough to believe in it.”   •      

13. Mark Rothko. Untitled, 1968.
14. John D’Agostino. The Strength to Dream, 2009.
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